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What a swallowologist needs: 
Educating physicians, nurses, and 

other medical professionals 
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How do we understand the system  
influencing dysphagia management?



So, who is the SLP?
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“Gulp”



So why do SLPs manage dysphagia?



“The academic and clinical preparation of the SLP  
made them unique in the medical setting”

Miller and Groher 1993
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ASHA Technical Report (2001)
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ASHA SLP Health Care Survey 2015: 
Caseload Characteristics Report
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so 
what??
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to the 
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training practice

Why is this problematic?
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training practice

Why is this problematic?
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training practice

Why is this problematic?
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training practice

Why is this problematic?
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so 
what??
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Why is this not just an SLP problem?
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Why is this not just an SLP problem?

Physicians 
Administrators

barriers to best 
practice

•imaging
•over-
simplification 

•no vetting 
process
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Barrier 1: Imaging

Videofluoroscopy is the GOLD 
STANDARD for viewing swallowing

Fiberoptic Endoscopic Evaluation of 
Swallowing (FEES)
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Videofluoroscopy (basics)
All happening in <1sec (normal)



Videofluoroscopy (basics)
All happening in <1sec (normal)



residue

Videofluoroscopy (basics)



Aspiration

safe zonedanger zone



Videofluoroscopy (aspiration)



Videofluoroscopy (aspiration)



Videofluoroscopy (aspiration)



Videofluoroscopy (aspiration)



Videofluoroscopy



FEES - strong alternative



Note:

They’ve all aspirated for  
completely different reasons

Only one coughed



no imaging (clinical bedside eval)



neck moving, only swallow attempts



Making decisions without ever 
seeing the swallow is standard for 

dysphagia management …

…but would not be tolerated in 
other medical domains



Let’s play a game called…



Would 
we be 

ok with 
this!?!?!



“Would we be ok with this”

An OB does not have access to ultrasound, but is 
required to assess risk of intra-uterine growth restriction. 
So, instead of measuring the head circumference and 
thorax of the baby, the OB listens to the baby’s heartbeat 
and palpates mom’s belly to determine if the baby should 
be induced 4 weeks early.



NO!!!!



A physical therapist does not have access to the 
patient’s room, but is required to assess fall risk. The 
patient is restricted to her room. So, instead, with the 
patient inside her room, fall risk is assessed from the hall 
way by listening for the sounds of falls or near falls 
during the patient’s first attempt at transitioning out of 
bed. 

“Would we be ok with this”



NO!!!!



An SLP does not have access to instrumentation, but is 
required to assess aspiration risk. So, instead, aspiration 
risk is assessed by listening for the sounds of swallowing 
and coughing.

“Would we be ok with this”



YES 



The physical therapist who does not have access to the 
patient’s room, was able to confirm a fall during the 
assessment when a loud “THUD” was heard from the 
hallway. So, the treatment plan was to reduce the 
prevalence of “THUD” sounds during therapy where 
transferring was being trained. Therapy will continue to 
occur with the patient in the room and the PT listening 
from the hallway

“Would we be ok with this”



NO!!!!



An SLP does not have access to instrumentation, but was 
able to confirm aspiration during the assessment when a 
cough was heard after a swallow. So, the treatment plan 
was to reduce the prevalence of coughing during therapy 
where PO (by mouth) trials were being trained.

“Would we be ok with this”



YES 



Why no access to imaging?

Not on site 
(i.e. long-term care, home health care)



Why limited access?
Fluoro is a low-tech, necessary evil

Radiology

For many radiologists: necessary gig to keep up revenue (flipping burgers)



Radiology

Why ineffective access?

(sometimes) working with unwilling clinical professional



SLPs
Radiologists

If fluoros were a party…

time of your LIFE!

get me outta here



Why ineffective access?

Fluoros are often:

rushed

not recorded

decisions are expected with a quick turn around

little chance for collaboration, second opinion

no chance for kinematic analyses

7 fps instead of real time (30fps)



high five solutions - imaging



high five solutions

time

access

SLP



Solutions

Best - Give PATIENTS greater access to instrumentation

Our survey of 286 SLPs:  
in general med setting with fluoro  

Avg -  4.6 fluoros per week

~Avg caseload 10 patients/day!

Would we be ok with: 
40 stroke patients being admitted, but only 4 get CT or MRI?



fluoro

FEES

worried about $? 
instrumentals increase revenue 

Cost

Avg ER visit $1500/day

Semi-private room (daily) $500

10-day antibiotics course $2000

Physician fees & labs 
(pneumonia Dx TX) $19-25,000

Videofluoroscopy study $300

(Logemann, 1995; Kozlow, Berenholtz, Dorman, & Pronovost, 2003)



fluoro

FEES

worried about radiation exposure? 

Heather Bonilha, Ph.D., -  An SLP would need 
to do 33,333 Fluoro studies to meet the 

Annual Nuclear Worker Dose Limit of 50 mSv



We, too, want to escape the dark ages



Stop
swallowing

phrenology!



Reduce over 
reliance on 
laryngeal 
palpation!



allow SLPs to operate c-arms 

Solution



Dr. 
FEES



Dr. Fine, 
ok, if you 

must

FEES



high five solutions

time

time

SLP



There is a reason for this
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Would 
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Now: Make a Dx and Tx 
Go! 



Now: Make a Dx and Tx 
Go! 



Why does time matter?

Easy Moderate Difficult 

Our survey of 200+ SLPs 
3 videos to ID primary swallowing impairment 



% accuracy All BRS-S frame-by 
frame no access 

easy 67 86 88 33

mod 6 0 58 9

complex 6 11 61 9

Why does time matter?



Why is this not just an SLP problem?

Physicians 
Administrators

barriers to best 
practice

•imaging
•over-
simplification 

•no vetting 
process



To PEG or not to PEG

Did patient X pass his swallowing test?

Big consequences:

Significant dietary restrictions

Barrier 2: Oversimplification



Would 
we be 

ok with 
this!?!?!



Oversimplification

Did patient X pass his walking test?

Pt almost fell, so he is going to be bed ridden
Big consequences:



Exaggeration?

Nope!

Standard practice among many SLPs:

+ swallow cough+ =

PEG
Significant dietary restrictions

NO IMAGING! 
NO QUESTIONS ASKED!



Segue



Why is this not just an SLP problem?

Physicians 
Administrators

barriers to best 
practice

•imaging
•over-
simplification 

•no vetting 
process



Barrier 3: No vetting process



“besides experienced SLPs at your first clinical placement …

…you will know more about swallowing than anyone else”

(for better or for worse)



Pros Cons

judge
jury

executioner

judge
jury

executioner

SLP

+autonomy -vetting process



Team meeting

MD PT OT SLP

let’s discuss 
patient A



good plan!

high fall risk. 
very weak. 

plan: 
resistance 

training

Team meeting

MD PT OT SLP



unable to 
manipulate utensils. 

uncoordinated. 
plan: adaptive 

equipment

Team meeting

MD PT OT SLP

makes 
sense!!



so… can 
he eat?

Tight upper 
esophageal sphincter. 

Aspirating after the 
swallow. Plan: lingual 

strengthening

Team meeting

MD PT OT SLP



Tight upper 
esophageal sphincter. 

Aspirating after the 
swallow. Plan: lingual 

strengthening

Team meeting

SLP

This plan actually 
makes zero sense



MD





My sister:  

Tamay Johnson 

Respiratory Tx

Dr Aung Naing Pulmonologist



We need willing  
inter- professional 

collaborations



broaden all perspectives

best patient care

Benefits of having inter-discipline collaboration

advocate for patients 
with dysphagia

understand re-
admissions

reduce easily preventable problems …



Like this one.



hmmm

Its not just 
an SLP 
problem mmm 

hmm

I 
understand

ok! !

what do 
we do 

about it?

MD MDMD MDMD



SLPs
patients

need



Support
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Support
Many forms:

Group chat with Radiology

Allow SLPs to obtain and train in FEES

Expect decisions based on imaging

Your attention here



THANK YOU
2016 Florida Stroke Symposium
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